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1. =Research environment

The Economic Science Laboratory (ESL, https://econlab.arizona.edu/people) at the University of Arizona 

was established in 1985 by Vernon L. Smith, Nobel Laureate in Economics 2002 and founder of the 

experimental economics field. Since then, the ESL has been dedicated to leadership in this field. Moreover, 

the Economic Science Association (ESA)—originally envisioned by Smith—is the largest community of 

experimental economists, and the ESA North American regional meeting has been held most often in 

Tucson, Arizona.

I have been affiliated with the ESL as a senior research associate since January 2017, when I began my 

research at the University of Arizona (UA) with financial support from Keihanshin Consortium for 

Fostering the Next Generation of Global Leaders in Research (K-CONNEX). The director of ESL,

Professor Charles Noussair, kindly provided me with free access to all facilities to conduct economic

experiments; further, he allowed me to use a desk in the area designated for Ph.D. students.

The prominent feature of the Department of Economics at UA is the strong interest of almost every microeconomics 

faculty member in the experimental approach toward evaluating decision theory, market theory, and game theory.

Faculty members are also interested in exploring the psychological aspects of economic decision-making. 

Furthermore, many Ph.D. students are encouraged to conduct economic experiments independently, thereby 

acquiring a wide variety of skills, such as the abilities to write instructions for beginner subjects, program to an

interface, and perform statistical analyses of data.

2. Visiting experience

Designing and conducting economic experiments in Arizona
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At the ESL, I began a series of experiments on intertemporal decision-making under uncertain scenarios regarding

future damage to test predictions for higher order risk attitudes (risk aversion, prudence, and temperance) and 

preventive choices in games. Investing when there is uncertainty about future damage is an important consideration

for policy makers. For example, newly developed technology like genetically modified food, on one hand, delivers

an immediate and significant benefit in terms of efficient production. On the other hand, such food may be 

potentially dangerous for humans; findings on this subject will be revealed in the future after sufficient scientific 

investigations have been conducted. Although the financial market theory has focused on higher order risks and the

role of attitudes in intertemporal decision-making for a few decades, only recently has the experimental method for 

eliciting higher order risk attitudes of subjects been receiving considerable attention (Noussair et al., 2014; Ebert and 

Wiesen, 2014). Hence, my study will contribute to an understanding regarding the validity of the theory on higher 

order risk attitudes. The above proposal was approved by the internal review board for Human Research at the 

University of Arizona.

In April and May 2017, I conducted experimental sessions to thoroughly test theoretical predictions for higher 

order risk attitudes and intertemporal decision-making. Approximately 100 UA students participated in my 

experiment in total. The sample was representative of the student population in terms of gender and racial 

composition. In each session, the higher order risk elicitation task (Noussair et al., 2014) was followed by an 

intertemporal decision-making task and time preference task. The experiment was very challenging for me for 

several reasons: I prepared instructions for every procedure in English for international participants and I conducted 

two-day experiments for which participants needed to come back after a one-week interval so that intertemporal 

decision-making would appear realistic. 

During my time at UA, I made an improvement in the intertemporal decision-making task related to the above

experiment with the subject pool of the ESL under the supervision of Professor Noussair. Fortunately, Eungik Lee (a

Ph.D. student at Seoul National University) joined me as a coauthor immediately after our discussion during an ESA 

conference in San Diego. His skill in conducting economic experiments is so outstanding that he is already serving 

as a laboratory manager at his university. I greatly appreciate his hard work to create a subject-friendly interface 

using a software called z-Tree, which is commonly used in the experimental economics field.

Thanks to an intensive discussion with Professor Noussair and Eungik Lee, I conducted an additional 

experiment in Japan immediately after returning from Arizona. I made a presentation of this study at the 4th 

workshop of the K-CONNEX held July 28. Moreover, we submitted the experimental results for the ESA North 

American Meeting to be held in Fall 2017. The title is “Higher order risk attitudes and preventive choices under 

different timings of loss events: A laboratory experiment.” The main findings are as follows. Prudence is 

theoretically known to have contrasting effects on the optimal effort level to prevent a wealth loss event, increasing it 

when the loss occurs in future or decreasing it when the loss occurs immediately (Eeckhoudt and Gollier, 2005; 

Menegatti, 2009). This study experimentally tests these predictions. Further, We propose a novel experimental 

design wherein the higher order risk eliciation task by Noussair et al. (2014) is followed by preventive games and the 

subjects are sorted by elicited prudence in group treatments. The data show that more prudent subjects are likely to 

have less prevention level when the loss occurs immediately confirming the theoretical results of Eechoudt and 
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Gollier (2005). Moreover, in group treatment, subjects have a tendency to put in more prevention than individual 

treatment.

Class participation

I also participated in two graduate economics courses. In Behavioral Economics, ECON 696B (Professor Martin 

Dufwenberg), I had the opportunity to make a 40-minute presentation about introducing an experiment based on a

ambiguous decision; accordingly, I reviewed research by Chow and Sarin (2001) published in the Journal of Risk 

and Uncertainty. In Game Theory, ECON 696U (Professor Andreas Blume), I delivered a 90-minute presentation 

about set-valued solution concepts and reviewed research by Myerson and Weibull (2015), published in

Econometrica.


